Great Book, Full Of Brain-Teasers

Microsofts interview process is a notoriously grueling sequence of brain-busting questions that separate the most creative thinkers from the merely brilliant. So effective is their technique that other leading corporations--from the high-tech industry to consulting and financial services--are modeling their own hiring practices on Bill Gates unique approach. HOW WOULD YOU MOVE MOUNT FUJI? reveals for the first time more than 35 of Microsofts puzzles and riddles.
Although I personally find puzzle interview questions to be of little value when interviewing candidates, they are still fun to challenge yourself with. The book has a plethora of challenging questions (open-ended and specific) and is laid out such that the answers are in the back of the book. That gives you a chance to work through the problems on your own prior to seeing what the correct answer is.

This book also contains a bit of historical background on IQ tests and puzzle interview questions and provides reasonable guidance for when they may be appropriate to ask. The historical background provided is limited to the point where it was very readable and doesn't go into so much detail that it bores you. The majority of the book is filled with questions (and answers), which is exactly what I wanted.
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